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We support the production of short documentary films raising
awareness about urban challenges
and existing solutions in megacities around the world.

Our ambition :
To inspire a society more respectful of
the environment and offering greater
solidarity through the dissemination of
existing solutions among megacitizens.

To identify and promote new
documentary film makers with
talent.

38

megacities
across the world

+ 50 people joined

the MC-SD movement, in
more than 20 megacities as
Paris staff or International
Correspondents.

Thanks to previous Edition partners, we were able to identify universal solutions that address
megacities’ challenges and inpire megacitizens to become more engaged with existing local
NGOs, or to start new local initiatives.

+ 150

s hortdocs
(Edition 1, 2 & 3)

« I hope my short documentary
film and the initiative testimony
presented may inspire volunteers
to start a new project that will,
at the end, improves the life of
inhabitants on the other side of
the world. »
Julie Chauvin, FilmMaker
of ''Les Débatteurs''

We organize an international contest
of short documentary films every
year on the topic of megacities
(metropolitan areas of more than 10
millions inhabitants).
With the promotion of a culture
of best practices-sharing, through
film making, we are organizing an
international contest open to anyone
that has an interest in showing the
world what is happening in their
megacity through a range of diverse
issues such as mobility, security,
education, housing and much more,
to highlight existing initiatives
or potential solutions which will
participate to improve the lives of the
inhabitants.

Objectives by end of 2019 :

+ 5 Millions 

Shortdocs views

+ 300

ShortDocs

The contest is open to all inhabitants
(including students we promote with
a specific prize) willing to present to
the world inspiring initiatives that
will encourage new projects in other
countries.
The nominated short documentaries
will be screened at the Award
Ceremony each year in PARIS in
attendance of film makers and
winners.
The official screenings
will be extended to New York,
Munbai, São Paulo, Tokyo,
Shanghai and Lagos.
In 2018, for its 4th edition, the Festival
will reward a :
- documentary film,
- report video,
- short film made by a student,
- the choice of the public,
- a Start Up «Social Tech» solution,
and will highlight two initiatives
(environmental & social solidarity
dimensions).
Finally, the Grand Paris Prize will
reward a documentary shot in one
of the 131 municipalities of the
Metropolis.

« At a time when our world is
changing in depth as a result of
major technological, economic,
social, environmental and
political challenges, urban spaces
crystallize all these issues of our
future development.

MegaCities-ShortDocs is committed
to foster the achievement of the
17 Sustainable Development Goals
developed by the United Nations
that should frame all countries /
cities agenda and policies over the
next 15 years.

And yet - the city of tomorrow,
like yesterday, must be a place
for meetings, gatherings, a city
for women and men who live and
make a living ».
Carlos Moreno Chairman of the Scientific Committee InTI
& President of the International Forum of the Human
Smart City.
Keynote speaker at the 2015 Paris Festival
and one of MC-SD’s main ambassadors.
www.megacities-shortdocs.org

